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With Box, you can safely store files in the cloud. You can also access information wherever you are at any time. This intuitive app syncs information from your desktop and phone. It is a handy tool when you are in meetings or away from your desk. With Box, you can share the necessary files with your colleagues or
update documents from your mobile device. There's also the ability to view different types of files and enjoy full-screen quality. When you install Box, you get 10GB of cloud storage for free. You can add extra security to more sensitive files with file-level security controls. You can access your information and folders offline
for added convenience. You can view documents and stored files using a real-time search tool. There is also an easy way to share large files with friends and colleagues. This is done through the link-sharing method. All you have to do is copy the automatically generated link and you're good to go. It's a versatile cloud
storage program because you can save photos and videos too. The download speed is slow at times, but in most cases it depends on your network connection. Box is a secure, fast, and user-friendly system to manage important files wherever you are. If you have a phone, you have access to all your important
information and folders at the touch of a button. Where can you run this program? This app requires Android version 5.0 and up. Is there a better alternative? No. Box is a reliable cloud storage system for Android phone users. DropBox works in a similar way, but with less space. Switching to cloud storage makes it
easier to access files. Box is a safe and secure place to store your information. It's an effective tool and a top-notch folder management option while you're out of the office at any time. Should you download it? Yes. If you find yourself away from your desk and need critical information on the go, this is an effective system
to use. Little skill involved in this game that all fluff, no substance. This app is a slot machine game disguised as an action oriented Viking game. For the timeless zone out, the master coin is a match. Coin Master is a free slot machine playing the game. It's easy to learn and hard to put down. Play as a guest or connect to
Facebook to play with your friends. Name your Viking. The game does not include random Viking names, so enter your own Astrid or Arvid. Choose a hilarious horned avatar helmet to go with it. Playing Coin Use slot machines to earn coins, attack and attack other villages. This is where the Viking theme ends. Coin
Master has no plot or history. The goal is to keep earning coins to build, improve or repair your village and steal coins from your neighbor. If you are connected to Facebook, what neighbor you are stealing from may be yours coins by clicking on the slot machine. Three in a row matches net you big wins. But you won't
always get coins. The game tutorial gets you up to speed, but the controls are simple enough, you don't need it. You'll start by throwing down $60,000 at the sweet little straw house. Each item you build rewards you one star. You need twenty stars to get to the next level of the village. As the stars of your item increase
and bump up the level, your village will look less like something from how to sing your dragon after an attack. It's going to turn into something more impressive. Golden statues, anyone? But it's also pointless. Each level opens up a new type of village and they have nothing to do with the Vikings. Seeing stars How do you
get stars? Every hour you will receive five free spins of slot machines. They can accumulate, so you don't have to check in every hour. You can hold fifty spins in total. When you spin the wheel, your slot machine win may not be a bunch of coins to slap down on your next village upgrade. Spin the pig in the mask? Raid!
You get to attack the Coin Master.The Coin Master friend (if you are connected to Facebook) or a random player with most coins. Raiding is fast. Four different attack points are automatically highlighted in the crosshairs. The game encourages you to ignore the cozy house and deer, and directs your attention to the
catapult. Destroy it at the touch of a button and earn coins. Only three of the four dots will contain coins. Choose well. You will dig three times hunting for gold. When you're done, you'll be back to the slot machine. Torroll Thor's hammer hammer, and you leave for a nearby village. If you've connected Facebook, it could
be your friend's village or a casual player. Attack the village or you can click Revenge or Friends at the top of the screen. You can either bash and smash your friend's village or browse the list of people who trashed yours. You will see a list of their names and how many stars they have so you can decide who is most
worthy of your anger. Sweet Revenge is the best part of The Coin Master.Your village is not immune from fighting. You will lose a star from your shared assembled stars. The element of your village will lose the star and return to the previous level. Click on Fix to fix this. If you rotate the Viking shield, you have earned
your village automatic protection. The next attack will keep your village safe and earn the raider smaller coins. It's a pity that the three shields are your max. If you roll up the extra shields, you'll get to re-roll. With only three shields, and millions of players, your village will not the way you left it. You're going to lose the
stars. As levels progress, it's a frustrating process. You have to save money in order to upgrade your village, but you can't with frequent attacks. Why are stars important? The stars keep the rank and put you on the leaderboard. Earn one star for every upgrade in your village. Once you get a high enough level, you can
earn stars by collecting cards. Frequent paywalls distract and encourage you to spend money for faster alignment. It is almost impossible to play without payment. Bonanza collection cardDe you find cards? Once you hit Level 3, which is a slow grind, you can find maps in the chests of neighboring villages. The kind of
village you are in will determine the type and rarity of the cards you get. Nine cards form each collection. Fill your collection for the number of stars displayed at the top of each card and other prizes like free spins. You won't get items for duplicates. Play long enough and you can unlock pets like rhino, fox, or tiger. They
don't sit there and look beautiful. Each type of pet offers different village bonuses. Where can you run this program? Download Coin Master for your Android phone or Apple products using iOS 9 or later. Is there a better alternative? Pirate Coin Master and Smash Island Crazy Cards offer the same cutesy graphics and
coin awards fun without the Viking theme. There are still coin theft raids on neighbors. Pirate Coin Master offers different ships to build and maps to collect. Smash Island uses a wheel rather than a slot machine to rotate and build different islands. You can still attach your Facebook account so your friends can help you
(or not). These games are so close in style and mechanics. It comes down to whether you prefer one format to a slot spinning and a hilarious theme over another. Coin Master thoughtlessly and repetitive buttons clicking on the edge of entertainment. With registration time and a fifty spin limit, what should be a simple
time-filler can turn into an all-day affair. Should you download it? No, it's safe to skip the Coin Master. Not even the main story, there is little point in investing time in this game. Not everyone has time to consume sports content all the time. Get your dose of sport anyway. Listen to sports radio shows, read news or quick
resumes of the game using only one app. Finishing game-by-game notes contact and box scores for with ESPN-Get the sports news you want and in real sports real stream you don't want to miss. Watch live sports on the app for less money with ESPN. The subscription will also give you access to sports features and
other exclusives. In addition, you can stream to the app with your TV provider. You can read news and analytical articles about the NFL, NBA, MLB, UFC, and more on the app. With the feature, it will be hard for you to miss a kick with going-on in Of course, ESPN Sports News wouldn't be complete without the idea of
your favorite writers and commentators like Adam Schefter and Ryan McGee. Mcgee. After hotly accepting ESPN personalities, you can also see game-by-game notes and box scores for more details. Choose the commands you want to hear about when you first launch the app, you'll be asked to choose your favorite
teams. You can choose different teams to stay at the briefing from different leagues. The results and ratings of the team you've chosen are displayed on the homepage. This comes in handy when you can't afford the time to watch ESPN and stay glued to your screen. Don't worry if you feel like you haven't picked every
team you want to follow. You can always add and delete commands later. Select mediumOther ESPN Media are offered on the free app. Their direct radio channels are for states like Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, and more. Basketball at the Center of The Lowe Post and Miami-based Le Batards Show with Stugotz
are just two of the most beloved podcasts channel you can listen to. Where can you run this program? Use the app on any Android and iOS device. This requires a minimum of iOS version 11.0 or Android 5.0 to run. Is there a better alternative? If you want to read quick updates and glitches, theScore is the app that will
give you just that. This allows you to share statistics with your friends as well. It's fast and easy to use. Ultimately, it comes down to which channel you prefer to receive sports updates from. If you get bored easily and the different forms of media excite you, this can be a match for you. Should you download it? Yes. Install
the app on your phone and receive updates on your favorite bets today. Today.
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